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We head into the pre-Christmas rush with decreasing vacancy rates and rising demand for warehousing and distribution space,
in addition to continued activity from oilfield service companies and related manufacturers. We expect this activity will put
more pressure on industrial rent rates through the last quarter of 2022 - it is fair to say that Industrial landlords are now
starting to have the upper hand in negotiations, particularly in the small to medium-sized properties. Demand for industrial
shops with amenities such as cranes and wash bays has been able to gain a premium, and it is now hard to find industrial
space with base rent in the single digits per SF per year.
Rising interest rates and still concerning inflation levels have caused several owner-user purchasers to pause, but experienced
investors understand we are coming off historic low’s in borrowing costs and are still active in a market that provides
opportunities that most other major Canadian cities do not. The municipalities surrounding the City of Edmonton, with a
property tax advantage and availability of affordable developable land, have seen a spike in land sales as the Alberta economy
continues to strengthen on the back of a strengthening labour market, population growth and improved commodity prices.
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3 TAKEAWAYS FOR SEPTEMBER 2022:
1. VACANCY: Edmonton submarkets continue to see decreasing vacancy rates. The three largest submarkets - South, West and
Leduc/Nisku continue to see solid activity. Acheson, Spruce and Stony are tight with around 1% vacancy, and looks like staying
that way for a while.
2. INFLATION RATES: Bank of Canada has increased interest rates to 3.25% - up from 0.25% at the beginning of the year.
Expectations of another rise of 0.50% before the year's end.
3. LEASE RATE INCREASES: With vacancy continuing to decrease, we expect to see significant lease rate increases towards the
end of the year and into 2023. Minimal Tenant Inducements are available.

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

LEASED: 1205 5 Street, Nisku

AVAILABLE: 6415 75 St, Edmonton

AICRE is pleased to announce the recent lease of 1205 5
Street Nisku to Micheals Canada. The company leased
21,123 SF on 2 Acres. "This is Nisku’s best office building.
The attention to detail and first-class finishes are something
every office user would appreciate!"

For Sublease
Edmonton freestanding warehouse and yard
8,600 SF
1 Acre storage land plus more available
2 x 3 Ton Cranes
Exposure to 75 Street (38,800 VPD)
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